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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the initial value problem for the Volterra functional-differen-
tial system of the form,
w xx9 t s f t , x t , x ? , t g I s 0, T , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
x 0 s a, 1.2Ž . Ž .
n Ž n. nwhere f : I = R = C I, R “ R is a given continuous function and
Ž n.C I,R is equipped with the standard maximum norm. Observe, that the
case when the initial condition is of the form
w xx t s g t , t g a , 0 , a - 0Ž . Ž .
can be reduced to that considered above by the corresponding redefinition
of the function f which incorporates the initial function g into the
Ž . Ždefinition of the new right-hand side function f and a s g 0 for a more
w x.detailed discussion of these questions see 4, 5 .
There exists a vast literature devoted to the application of waveform
relaxation methods to the numerical solution of initial value problems
arising from the modeling of large-scale integrated circuits and the effi-
Ž w xciency of these methods see, for example, 2, 8, 9, 12, 13 and references
.therein . The applicability of such methods in dynamic process simulation
w xis discussed, for example, in 10, 11 . The implementation aspects of
w xwaveform algorithms are described in 2 .
In papers of many authors the convergence of relaxation methods for
systems of differential equations was discussed under the assumption that
the corresponding splitting function satisfies the Lipschitz condition with
respect to the functional arguments. The waveform relaxation methods for
differential delay equations of neutral type under the Lipschitz condition
with respect to the functional arguments were discussed, for instance,
w xin 4, 5 .
The aim of the present paper is to give the conditions guaranteeing the
convergence of the relaxation methods on a finite interval as well as on the
whole half line. We assume that the splitting function satisfies only the one
side Lipschitz condition with respect to some arguments and the Lipschitz
condition with respect to the other arguments. In the whole paper we
assume that the Lipschitz coefficients are time dependent. Similar ques-
w xtions for equations without delays were considered by Bremer 1 and in
w x't Hout 3 .
Ž . Ž .We assume in Sections 2 and 3 of the paper that the problem 1.1 ] 1.2
has a unique solution x# defined in the whole interval I. In Section 4 we
Ž . Ž .prove that under Conditions A and B assumed in Section 2 the
uniqueness and existence of the solution is guaranteed. In Section 3 we
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discuss shortly the convergence of the perturbed continuous time wave-
form relaxation method.
2. THE CONVERGENCE OF THE WAVEFORM
RELAXATION METHOD
n n Ž n. nLet the continuous function F: I = R = R = C I, R “ R denote
Ž .a splitting function for the equation 1.2 , i.e.,
f t , x t , x ? s F t , x t , x t , x ? . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
We assume that
Ž . 5 Ž . Ž .5 Ž .5 5 Ž .5 5A F t, x, y, z y F t, x, y, z F K t y y y q L t z y z for allt
n n nŽ .t g I, x g R , y, y g R , z, z g C I, R and some functions K, L g
Ž . w . 5 5 2 Ž . Ž .C I, R , R s 0, q‘ . Here we mean that x s x, x , ?, ? is a scalarq q
n 5 5 5 Ž .5product in R and z s max z s ,t 0 F sF t
2Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž .5 5B F t, x, y, z y F t, x, y, z , x y x F m t x y x for all t g I,
n n nŽ . Ž .x, x g R , y g R , z g C I, R and some function m g C I, R ,
Ž . ² : 1Ž n.C the sequence x , x g C I, R is defined by the continuous-k k
ŽŽ . .time waveform relaxation method WRM in short ,
xX t s F t , x t , x t , x ? , t g I , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .kq1 kq1 k k
x 0 s a, 2.3Ž . Ž .kq1
1Ž n. Ž .with some initial function x g C I, R such that x 0 s a. It is obvious0 0
that for the Euclidean norm the following holds
d 25 5x t s 2 x9 t , x tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
dt
and




5 5 5 5x9 t , x t s x t x t , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
dt
1Ž n. Ž .for any x g C I, R , x t / 0.
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Ž . Ž .Now, from the definitions of x# and x and the conditions A ] Ckq1
we find
xX t y xX# t , x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .kq1 kq1
s F t , x t , x t , x ?Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž kq1 k k
yF t , x# t , x# t , x# ? , x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .kq1
s F t , x t , x t , x ?Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž kq1 k k
yF t , x# t , x t , x ? , x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .k k kq1
q F t , x# t , x t , x ?Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž k k
yF t , x# t , x# t , x# ? , x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .kq1
5 5 2F m t x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž .kq1
5 5 5 5q K t x t y x# t x t y x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k kq1 k
5 5 5 5q L t x y x# x t y x# t .Ž . Ž . Ž .tk kq1
Ž .According to Eq. 2.4 we have
d
5 5 5 5x t y x# t x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .kq1 kq1dt
5 5 2F m t x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž .kq1
5 5 5 5q K t x t y x# t x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k kq1
5 5 5 5q L t x t y x# t x y x# .Ž . Ž . Ž . tkq1 k
5 Ž . Ž .5After dividing both sides of this inequality by x t y x# t andkq1
introducing the notation,
5 5 < <u t s x t y x# t , u s max u s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tk k k k
0FsFt
< <h t s K t u t q L t u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . tk k
we get
uX t F m t u t q h t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .kq1 kq1
2.5Ž .
u 0 s 0.Ž .kq1
Ž .From inequality 2.5 we find
t t
u t F h s exp m t dt ds. 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hkq1 ž /0 s
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Using the inequality,
5 5u s F x y x# ,Ž . sk k
Ž .and 2.6 we get
t t
5 5u t F exp m t dt K s q L s x y x# ds 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H skq1 kž /0 s
as well as
t t
< <u t F u K s q L s exp m t dt ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tH Hkq1 k ž /0 s
Now we can write
K s q L sŽ . Ž .t t
< <u t F u ym s exp m t dt ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .tH Hkq1 k ž /ym sŽ .0 s
Ž . w xNow, let us assume that m t - 0 for t g 0, T . Thus we have
K s q L sŽ . Ž . t t
< <u t F u max ym s exp m t dt dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .t H Hkq1 k ž /ym s0FsFt Ž . 0 s
K s q L s dŽ . Ž . t t
< <s u max exp m t dt dsŽ .t H Hk ž /ž /ym s ds0FsFt Ž . 0 s
K s q L sŽ . Ž . t
< <s u max 1 y exp m t dt .Ž .t Hk ž /ž /ym s0FsFt Ž . 0
This implies the final inequality,
< < < <u F P t u ,Ž .t tkq1 k
with
K s q L sŽ . Ž . t
P t s max 1 y exp m t dt . 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Hž /ž /ym s0FsFt Ž . 0
We see that
k< < < <u F P t u ,Ž .t tk 0
which means that
k5 5 5 5x y x# F P t x y x# , 2.9Ž . Ž .t tk 0
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for t g I. Taking t s T we get
k5 5 5 5x y x# F P T x y x# , k s 0, 1, . . . , 2.10Ž . Ž .T Tk 0
² :and the uniform convergence in I of the sequence x to x# holdsk
whenever
P T - 1. 2.11Ž . Ž .
So, we have proven the following.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.1. If Assumptions A and B are satisfied with m t - 0,
Ž . Ž .t g I, and P T - 1 for the function P defined by the relation 2.8 then the
² : Ž .sequence x defined by Condition C con¤erges uniformly in I to thek
Ž . Ž .solution x# of problem 1.1 ] 1.2 .
Remark 1. One can easily see that the result of Theorem 2.1 holds
w .when the interval I is replaced by the interval I s 0, ‘ and the condi-‘
tion
q‘K s q L sŽ . Ž .
sup 1 y exp m t dt - 1Ž .Hž /ž /ym sŽ . 00Fs-‘
holds.
Now, the following question arises: what about the convergence of the
² : Ž .sequence x when the condition 2.11 does not hold?k
Ž .To answer this question we go back to inequality 2.7 , which we rewrite
in the form,
t t
< <u t F exp m t dt Q s u ds, 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H skq1 kž /0 s
where
Q s s K s q L s .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Because m t - 0, from inequality 2.12 we have
t





Q s dsŽ .Hž /0< < < <u F u , t g I , 2.13Ž .t Tk 0k!
² :which implies the factorial convergence of the sequence x .k
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Ž .But from 2.12 we can obtain another estimation. Namely, it implies
st t
< <u t F P# t exp m t dt ym s exp y m t dt u ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H skq1 kž / ž /0 0 0
Ž . w Ž . Ž .x w Ž .x4with P# t s max K s q L s r ym s . An induction argument0 F sF t
and the fact that the functions
H t s 1,Ž .0
iky1 1 t t
H t s 1 y ym s ds exp m t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý H Hk ž / ž /ž /i! 0 0is0
k s 1, 2, . . . , t g I
Ž .are increasing with respect to t for each k their derivatives are positive
give
< < k < <u F P# t u H t . 2.14Ž . Ž . Ž .t tk 0 k
² :One can also observe that the sequence of functions H , k s 0, 1, . . . isk
decreasing.
From the last inequality and
s kky1 z z
exp z y F exp z , for z G 0,Ž . Ž .Ý s! k!ss0
we have
t tk < <u t F P# t u exp m t dt exp y m t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t H Hk 0 ž / ž /0 0
k
t





yP# t m t dtŽ . Ž .Hž /0< <u t F u . 2.16Ž . Ž .tk 0 k!
² :Remark 2. From the properties of the sequence H and the inequal-k
Ž . Ž .ity 2.14 it follows the geometrical and uniform on I convergence to
² : Ž . Žzero of the sequence u when P# T - 1 and only the factorial andk
. Ž .uniform on I convergence of that sequence to zero when P# T G 1. The
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same holds for T s q‘ with the loss of the uniform convergence in the
last case.
Ž . Ž .One can observe that the error evaluation 2.13 is better than 2.16
because
t t
Q s ds F yP# t m t dt , t g I.Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
Ž .When m changes the sign in the interval I then from inequality 2.12 we
find
t




Q* s max max Q s exp m t dt .Ž . Ž .Hž /tgI 0FsFt s
The last inequality again implies the factorial convergence with the follow-
ing error evaluation,
kQ*tŽ .
< < < <u F u , t g I.t Tk 0k!
However, in this case another approach is possible.
Let
s
5 5 < <u s max u exp y q t dtŽ .q s Hk k ž /0FsFT 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .for a given function q g C I, R . Now, for q t ) m t , t g I, from in-
Ž .equality 2.12 we have
st t
< <u t F exp m t dt Q s exp q t dt uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H skq1 kž / ž /0 s 0
s
=exp y q t dt dsŽ .Hž /0
st t
5 5F u exp m t dt Q s exp y m t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .qH H Hk ž / ž /0 0 0
s
=exp q t dt dsŽ .Hž /0
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st t
5 5s u exp m t dt Q s exp q t y m t dt dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q H H Hk ž / ž /0 0 0
Q sŽ .t t
5 5s u exp m t dt q s y m sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .q H Hk ž / q s y m sŽ . Ž .0 0
s
=exp q t y m t dt dsŽ . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Q sŽ .t
5 5s u exp m t dt maxŽ .q Hk ž / q s y m s0FsFt Ž . Ž .0
st
= q s y m s exp q t y m t dt dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 0
t
st
5 5s u exp m t dt S t exp q t y m t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q H Hk ž / ž /0 0 0
t
5 5s u exp m t dt S tŽ . Ž .q Hk ž /0
t t
= exp q t dt exp y m t dt y 1 ,Ž . Ž .H Hž / ž /0 0
where
Q sŽ .
S t s max . 2.17Ž . Ž .
q s y m s0FsFt Ž . Ž .
This means that we have
t
5 5u t F u exp m t dt S tŽ . Ž . Ž .q Hkq1 k ž /0
t t
= exp q t dt exp y m t dt y 1 . 2.18Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž / ž /0 0
This implies that
t
5 5u t F u S t exp q t dt . 2.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q Hkq1 k ž /0
Ž .Now, if we assume that q t G 0 we arrive at the inequality,
t
< < 5 5u F u S t exp q t dt ,Ž . Ž .t q Hkq1 k ž /0
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and
t
< < 5 5u exp y q t dt F S t u .Ž . Ž .t H qkq1 kž /0
Taking maximum with respect to t, t g I on both sides of the last
inequality we get
5 5 5 5u F S T u . 2.20Ž . Ž .q qkq1 k
² :This means that the sequence x converges to x# whenk
S T - 1. 2.21Ž . Ž .
In this case we have
k5 5 5 5u F S T u , k s 0, 1, . . . . 2.22Ž . Ž .Ž .q qk 0
Thus we have proven the following.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.2. If Assumptions A and B are satisfied and the function
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q g C I, R , q t G 0, q t ) m t , t g I, is such that
S T - 1, 2.23Ž . Ž .
² : Ž .then the sequence x defined by Condition C con¤erges uniformly in I tok
Ž . Ž .the solution x* of the problem 1.1 ] 1.2 .
Ž .Remark 3. From the definition of S t it is obvious that condition
Ž .2.21 holds when
Q tŽ .
- 1, 2.24Ž .
q t y m tŽ . Ž .
i.e., when
K t q L t q m t - q t . 2.25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Observe that now we do not have to assume that m is negative.
Ž .Moreover, from 2.22 we have
tk5 5 < < 5 5x t y x# t F u F S T u exp q s ds ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t q Hk k 0 ž /0
t g I , k s 0, 1, . . . .
Remark 4. When m is negative and the condition
K t q L tŽ . Ž .
- 1 2.26Ž .ym tŽ .
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Ž . Ž .is satisfied then for q t s 0, t g I, the condition 2.21 holds and the
following error evaluation
k5 5 < < < <x t y x# t F u F S t u , t g I , k s 0, 1, . . . 2.27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t Tk k 0
is true.
Ž .One can see that 2.18 implies that
t t
5 5u t F u S t exp q t dt y exp m t dt . 2.28Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q H Hkq1 k ž / ž /0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .For q t G 0 and q t G m t , t g I, one has
t t
< < 5 5u F u S t exp q t dt y exp m t dt , 2.29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t q H Hkq1 k ž / ž /0 0
which implies that
t
5 5 5 5u F u max S t 1 y exp y q t y m t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .q q Hkq1 k ½ 5ž /0FtFT 0
2.30Ž .
Ž .This means that the assertion of Theorem 2.1 holds if condition 2.23 is
replaced by the following one:
t
S t 1 y exp y q t y m t dt - 1. 2.31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hž /0
Observe, that in the case when m is negative the result of Theorem 2.1 is a
Ž .consequence of the result of Theorem 2.2 with q t s 0 for t g I.
Ž .Finally, let us consider the case when there is no delay in Eq. 1.1 ,
Ž . 5 5which means that L t s 0, t g I. Now the weighted norm u can beqk
defined by the formula,
s
5 5u s max u s exp y q t dt . 2.32Ž . Ž . Ž .q Hk k½ 5ž /0FsFT 0
Ž .In this case from the inequality 2.6 we have
t t
u t F K s u s exp m t dt ds, 2.33Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hkq1 k ž /0 s
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and
st t
u t F K s u s exp y q t dt exp m t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hkq1 k ž / ž /0 0 0
s
= exp q t y m t dt ds. 2.34Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
This implies that
K sŽ .t t
5 5u t F u exp m t dt q s y m sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q H Hkq1 k ž / q s y m sŽ . Ž .0 0
s
= exp q t y m t dt ds, 2.35Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Ž . Ž .and for q t G m t we get
K sŽ .t
5 5u t F u exp m t dt maxŽ . Ž .q Hkq1 k ž / q s y m s0FsFt Ž . Ž .0
t
s
= exp q t y m t dt . 2.36Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0 0
This means that
t t




5 5 5 5u F u S* T 1 y exp y q t y m t dt , 2.38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q q Hkq1 k ž /0
with
K sŽ .
S* t s max .Ž .
q s y m s0FsFt Ž . Ž .
It is important to notice that in the case discussed we do not need to
Ž .assume that q t is nonnegative and again the convergence of the se-
² :quence x is guaranteed when the conditionk
T
P* T s S* T 1 y exp y q t y m t dt - 1 2.39Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Ž .holds with S* t defined above.
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ŽIf this condition holds for some negative q what only may happen when
.m is negative then we have
tk5 5 5 5x t y x# t s u t F P* T u exp q t dt , 2.40Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . q Hk k 0 ž /0
which means that for a fixed k the error of the approximation x to x# isk
a decreasing function of t. Moreover, in the case when T is replaced with
q‘ this error tends to zero when




q t dt “ y‘,Ž .H
0
with t “ q‘.
3. THE CONVERGENCE OF THE PERTURBED
CONTINUOUS TIME WAVEFORM
RELAXATION METHOD
² : 1Ž n. 1Ž n.Assume that the sequence x , x g C I, R , where C I, Rk , h k , h 0 0
stands for the class of piecewise continuous functions defined on I with
values in Rn, is defined by the perturbed continuous-time waveform
relaxation method,
xX t s F t , x t , x t , x ? , t g I , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .kq1, h h kq1, h k , h k , h h
x 0 s a , 3.2Ž . Ž .kq1, h h
Ž n. Ž xwith some initial function x g C I, R and h g 0, h s H for some0, h 0 0
h ) 0, where I denotes the set of all points in I except for a finite0 h
n n 1Ž n. nnumber of them, which depends on h; F : I = R = R = C I, R “ Rh 0
is continuous and satisfies the condition,
5 5F t , x , y , z y F t , x , y , z F h h , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h
for all t, x, y, z, h g H and some continuous function h: H “ R with theq
Ž . qproperty h h “ 0 when h “ 0 .
Now we want to know what is the error
5 5x t y x# t .Ž . Ž .k , h
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It is clear that we have
5 5 5 5 5 5x t y x# t F x t y x t q x t y x# t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k , h k , h k k
Under the conditions considered in the previous section the second term
of the right-hand side of the above inequality has the estimate,
5 5 kx t y x# t F Aa , 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .k
with some a - 1.
For the first one we can get
5 5 rx t y x t F P h 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .k , h k k
when an appropriate discretization method is used.
So, to get the total error estimation for a given « ) 0 we must solve one
inequality with two unknowns h and k,
P hr q Aa k - « . 3.6Ž .k
Another possible approach consists in the following: Assume that the
² : 1Ž n.sequence x , x g C I, R is defined by the relations,Ä Äk k
xX t s F t , x t , x t , x ? q r t , 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä Ä Äkq1 kq1 k k k
x 0 s a , 3.8Ž . Ž .Äkq1 kq1
1Ž n. Ž .with some initial function x g C I, R such that x 0 s a s a forÄ Ä0 0 0
² : Ž n. ² : ngiven sequences r , r g C I, R and a , a g R .k k k k
Ž . Ž .Now, using the conditions A and B , we have
xX t y xX# t , x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Äkq1 kq1
s F t , x t , x t , x ?Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽ kq1 k k
yF t , x# t , x# t , x# ? , x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ä .kq1
q r t , x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Äk kq1
5 5 2F m t x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž .Äkq1
5 5 5 5q K t x t y x# t x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Äk kq1
5 5 5 5q L t x y x# x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä Ätk kq1
5 5 5 5q r t x t y x# t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Äk kq1
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Ž .According to Eq. 2.4 we have
d
5 5 5 5x t y x# t x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Äkq1 kq1dt
5 5 2F m t x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž .Äkq1
5 5 5 5q K t x t y x# t x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Äk kq1
5 5 5 5q L t x y x# x t y x# tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä Ätk kq1
5 5 5 5q r t x t y x# t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Äk kq1
5 Ž . Ž .5After dividing both sides of this inequality by x t y x# t andÄkq1
introducing the notation,
5 5 < <u t s x t y x# t , u s max u s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ätk k k k
0FsFt
we get
X < < 5 5u t F m t u t q K t u t q L t u q r t , 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä tkq1 kq1 k k k
Ž . 5 5with u 0 s a y a for k s 0, 1, . . . .Äkq1 kq1
From this inequality we find
t
5 5u t F a y a exp m s dsŽ . Ž .Ä Hkq1 kq1 ž /0
t t
< <q exp m t dt K s q L s u dsŽ . Ž . Ž . ÄH H skž /0 s
t t
5 5q exp m t dt r s ds. 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž .H H kž /0 s
Ž .Now, for m t - 0 we have
5 5u t F a y aŽ .Äkq1 kq1
K s q L sŽ . Ž .t t
< <q ym s exp m t dt ds uŽ . Ž .Ž . ÄH H tkž /ym sŽ .0 s
1t t
5 5q ym s exp m t dt ds max r s ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H kž /ž /ym s 0FsFtŽ .0 s
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and
5 5u t F a y aŽ .Äkq1 kq1
K s q L sŽ . Ž . t
< <q max 1 y exp m t dt uŽ . ÄH tkž /ž /ym s0FsFt Ž . 0
1 t
5 5q max max r s 1 y exp m t dt ,Ž . Ž .Hk ž /ž /ym s0FsFt 0FsFtŽ . 0
which gives the inequality,
1
< < 5 5 5 5u F a y a q max max r sŽ .Ä tkq1 kq1 kym s0FsFt 0FsFtŽ .
K s q L sŽ . Ž .t
< <= 1 y exp m t dt q max u .Ž . ÄH tkž /ž / ym s0FsFt Ž .0
The last inequality means that
5 5 5 5x y x# F d t q P t x y x# , 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ät tkq1 k k
with
1
5 5 5 5d t s a y a q max max max r sŽ . Ž .k kq1 k½ ym s0FjFt 0FsFj 0FsFjŽ .
j
= 1 y exp m t dt ,Ž .H 5ž /ž /0
and
K s q L sŽ . Ž . j
P t s max max 1 y exp m t dtŽ . Ž .H½ 5ž /ž /ym s0FjFt 0FsFj Ž . 0
Ž Ž Ž j Ž . ..one can see that we can drop the term 1 y exp H m t dt for sim-0
.plicity .
Ž .Solving the inequality 3.11 we find
ky1
k ky1yi5 5 5 5x y x# F P t x y x# q P t d t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ýt tk 0 i
is0
It is known that the right-hand side of this inequality tends to zero when
Ž . Ž . Ž w x. Ž .P t - 1 and d t “ 0 as k “ ‘ see 7 . We see that d t “ 0 ask k
Ž .k “ ‘ when a “ a and r t “ 0 with k “ ‘.k k
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Ž .If one assumes only that d t F d , d-constant, then the followingi
estimation
dk5 5 5 5x y x# F P t x y x# qŽ .Ž .Ä Ät tk 0 1 y P tŽ .
holds.
4. THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THE
SOLUTION ON THE WHOLE INTERVAL I
Ž . Ž .Under the Assumptions A and B there exists a unique solution of
Ž . Ž .problem 1.1 ] 1.2 defined on the whole interval I.
Uniqueness: assume that there exists another solution of the problem
mentioned above, which we denote by x##. Then we have
xX# t y xX## t , x# t y x## tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s F t , x# t , x# t , x# ?Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž
yF t , x## t , x## t , x## ? , x# t y x## tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .
5 5 2 5 5 2F m t x# t y x## t q K t x# t y x## tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5q L t x# y x## x# t y x## t .Ž . Ž . Ž .t
Ž .Next, according to 2.4 , we have
d
5 5 5 5x# t y x## t x# t y x## tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt
5 5 2 5 5 2F m t x# t y x## t q K t x# t y x## tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5q L t x# y x## x# t y x## t .Ž . Ž . Ž .t
Hence,
d
5 5x# t y x## tŽ . Ž .
dt
5 5F m t x# t y x## tŽ . Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5q K t x# t y x## t q L t x# y x##Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . t
5 5 5 5F K t q L t x# y x## q m t x# t y x## t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . t
and
t t
5 5 5 5x# t yx## t F exp m t dt K s qL s x#yx## ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H sž /0 s
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This implies that
5 5x# y x## s 0,t
Ž .according to the well-known Gronwall's inequality or lemma .
Existence: the Cauchy]Peano theorem implies the local existence of the
Ž . Ž .solution of problem 1.1 ] 1.2 . What we need to prove is the fact that it
can be prolonged onto the whole interval I. If x# is the solution of the
problem then we have
xX# t y 0, x# t y 0Ž . Ž .Ž .
s F t , x# t , x# t , x# ? y F t , 0, 0, 0 , x# t y 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
q F t , 0, 0, 0 , x# t y 0Ž . Ž .Ž .
5 5 2 5 5 2F m t x# t q K t x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q L t x# x# t q F t , 0, 0, 0 x# t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
and
d 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x# t x# t F m t x# t q K t x# tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q L t x# x# t q F t , 0, 0, 0 x# t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
Hence,
d
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x# t Fm t x# t qK t x# t qL t x# q F t , 0, 0, 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tdt
and
t
5 5x# t F a exp m t dtŽ . Ž .Hž /0
t t
5 5 5 5q K s x# s q L s x# exp m t dt dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H s Hž /0 s
t t
5 5q exp m t dt F s, 0, 0, 0 ds.Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 s
This implies
t t








M G max max exp m t dt ,Ž .Hž /0FtFT 0FsFt s
which in turn implies that the solution can be prolonged onto whole
interval I.
The main results of this paper were presented at the International
Conference on Scientific Computation and Differential Equations, Sept.
15]19, 1997 in Grado, Italy.
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